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AGENDA
DIGITAL HUMANISM

• Introduction 

• Basic concepts - Intelligence Human & Artificial (AI),  Neural Networks, 
Machine Learning, Big Data, Cyborgs & Uploads 

• Examples of AI applications - Now, Tomorrow, Sometime 

• Perils & Precautions 

• Characterising Digital Humanism - method & plenary work 

• Conclusion - what do we think?
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI)
• Intelligence - ability to perceive or deduce information & place it in context to 

accomplish complex goals 

• AI - intelligence implemented within a computer, computers doing what humans 
can do 

• Narrow/weak AI - ability to carry out a narrow bounded task    (e.g. translate a 
language, recognise a face, drive a car) 

• Strong AI or Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) - artificial equivalent of human 
intelligence 

• ‘The Singularity’ - AGI with equal intelligence to human 

• ‘The Last Invention’ 

• No consensus when AGI might be achieved, maybe by 2050
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NEURAL NETWORKS

• An artificial analogue of an animal brain 

• Computer components representing neurons & synapses 

• Can receive signals (e,g, photo images) & process them to achieve 
an objective (e,g, recognise a face) with a stated probability (e.g. 
70% correct) 

• NOT pre-programmed like a traditional computer 

• Trained with examples or self-learners
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MACHINE LEARNING

• A computer system that uses neural networks to learn how to 
achieve a task 

• ‘Supervised’ learning - system is trained using relevant examples 
e.g. many pictures labelled ‘cat’ or ‘not cat’ 

• ‘Unsupervised’ learning - system trains itself to achieve a correct 
result 

• Improves its performance through experience 

• e.g. AlphaGo - supervised learning 

• e.g. AlphaGo Zero - unsupervised learning



AlphaGo & AlphaGo Zero

• Go - an Oriental strategy game a bit like chess but much more complex 

• Chess - 8x8 board, typically 20 options per move, best players play by analysis 
& insight  

• Go - 19x19 board, typically 200 options per move, best players play by 
intuition 

• AlphaGo - trained with several million examples of moves from human Go 
contests, then played against itself to improves its performance. In 2016 beat 
world champion Lee Sedol 4 - 1 

• AlphaGo Zero - taught rules of Go then left to train itself. After 40 days self-
training beat the best version of AlphaGo 100 - 0. 

• Established principle that machines can train themselves to improve their 
performance





TRAINING TIME GRAPH

ALPHAGO ZERO
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BIG DATA
• Traditional approach - representative samples, statistical tests, infer results 

for the population 

• Enormous improvements in computing power & reductions in storage costs 
enable the analysis of very large data volumes using AI in neural networks 

• 3 Vs - high volume (massive data sets), high velocity (real time data), high 
variety (many different sources) 

• Sampling unnecessary, analyse the lot 

• Pre-conceived correlations unnecessary, big data analysis reveals the 
secrets 

• Big data provides the ‘fuel’ for AI
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CYBORGS & UPLOADS

• Science fiction concepts 

• Cyborg - a creature with both organic & artificial body parts 
e.g. cardiac pacemaker, cochlear implant, prosthetic leg, 
artificial arm as weapon 

• Upload or whole brain emulation - the hypothetical process 
of scanning the mental state of a brain, the persona, & 
transferring it to a computer for storage & subsequent use



IN USE TODAY

EXAMPLES OF AI APPLICATIONS

• Smart domestic appliances - Amazon Alexa, Google Home,        
MS Invoke, Apple Home Pod  

• Google Translate 

• Google Duplex - hairdressing & restaurant booking 

• Amazon recommendations  

• Facebook DeepFace (identify individuals 97% correct) 

• UK Border Agency identity checking



TOMORROW

EXAMPLES OF AI APPLICATIONS

• 999 dispatcher’s assistant (Denmark) recognises cardiac arrests 

• Washing machine that reads clothes tags & sets appropriate wash 
cycle  

• Autonomous vehicles 

• Robotic life assistants & sexbots 

• Smart weapons & warbots 

• Interactive bathroom mirror that displays weight & vital stats 

• Autonomous hotel rooms



Autonomous hotel room



• Internal perils 
• Validation - building the right system 
• Verification - building the system right 
• Transparency - understanding how the system works 
• Control - maintaining human control 
• Security - preventing unauthorised access 

• External perils 
• Social & economic  

• loss of routine jobs 
• hollowing & polarisation of the workforce 
• excessive management control 

• Misuse - lethal autonomous weapons systems (LAWS) 
• the new arms race 

• Existential perils 
• Super-intelligence - The Singularity, the Bladerunner scenario 

Message - start thinking about controls now, before it’s too late 

Perils & Precautions



Distribution of US jobs - 1983-2016 
Source: Federal Reserve Bank of St Louis 

Routine Cognitive 
• Book-keeping

• Data entry

• Administration


1983 - 28% 

2016 - 22% 

Non-Routine Manual 
• Care workers

• Hairdressers

• Cleaners

• Handymen


1983 - 16% 

2016 - 18%

Non-Routine Cognitive 
• Managers

• Scientists

• Teachers


1983 - 30% 

2016 - 40%

Routine Manual 
• Manufacturing

• Transport

• Food preparation


1983 - 26% 

2016 - 20% 



SOURCE: MCKINSEY GLOBAL INSTITUTE, JANUARY 2017

JOB AUTOMATION POTENTIAL IN USA



Routine

The hollowing out of the economy 
Job polarisation

Non-Routine 
Manual

Non-Routine 
Cognitive

Skill level high 
Wage level high



AUTONOMOUS WEAPONS
• All major nations are developing - new arms race 

• Different & more dangerous than nuclear arms race 

• Technology cheap, pervasive, easily transferable 

• Three categories - i) controlled by ii) working with iii) independent 
of humans 

• Self-targeting missiles - who, when, how to fight 

• Swarm bots 

• Need extensions to Laws of War  

• International Committee for Robot Arms Control (2009) 

• Campaign to Stop Killer Robots (2013)



Isaac Asimov’s Laws of Robotics (1942)

1. A robot may not injure a human or, through inaction, allow a 
human to be injured. 

2. A robot must obey the orders given it by a human, except 
where such orders would conflict with the first law. 

3. A robot must protect its own existence as long as such 
protection does not conflict with the first or second laws. 

4. A robot may not harm humanity, or, by inaction, allow 
humanity to come to harm. 



1.  What sort of human do we want to be? 

2. What do we want from technology? 

3. How do we want to live together? 

4. What do we want for our planet? 

5. How do we want to consume? 

6. What do we want to learn? 

7. How do we want to work? 

8. How do we want to dwell? 

9. Which fundamental digital rights do we want for ourselves? 

10. Which rights do we want for robots and AI? 

11. How do we want to deal with a super-intelligence?

Dimensions of Digital Humanism











Google’s Deep Mind Explained - Self-Learning AI 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TnUYcTuZJpM


Vienna Biennale 2017 website

Digital Humanism Manifesto 

www.viennabiennale.org


SELHuG website 

www.selondon.humanist.org.uk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TnUYcTuZJpM
http://www.viennabiennale.org

